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Variable Speed

Side Beam Travel Carriages
From 12” to 36” Long

Gullco Variable Speed Side Beam Carriages have a load 
capacity up to 1000 lbs.

This unit is controlled by a Gullco closed loop tack feedback low voltage GSP microprocessor pulse
width modulation motor control interfaced with the forward/stop/reverse switch, infinitely variable 4-turn
speed potentiometer with LED display and limit switches for arc start time delay and end of travel.

IDEAL FOR MOUNTING:

MIG WIRE FEEDER

SUBMERGED ARC HEAD, WIRE, FLUX

SEAM TRACKER

Gullco Side Beam Carriages are very versatile and can be equipped with a variety of different 
accessories suitable for a broad range of applications.

track is available in 5, 8 and 10 foot lengths

Gullco Side Beam Carriage shown with
Gullco Kat Tracker and Miller Submerged
ARC Head

Gullco Side Beam Carriage shown hard
facing a sugar crusher.

see our new Automatic Gouging Machine
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Custom Build Your Own “Side Beam” Track

1.00”
(25.4mm)

min.

0.50”
(12.7mm)

1.84” (4
6.8mm)

6”
(152.4mm)

1.00”
(25.4mm)

min.

STEEL PLATE

STIFFENER

Rack Specs: 16 Pitch, 20˚ pressure angle, 
Browning #: 6YSR16x3/4

Rack 2.0” (51mm) min.
from edge as a safety pre-
caution to keep carriage
from travelling off track.

Rack 10.0” (254mm) min.
from edge as a safety pre-
caution to keep carriage
from travelling off track

Rackdiagram not to scale

Easy to build using...
Rack (available from Gullco)

Steel Plate
Stiffener
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Kat Automatic
Gouging Machine

SMALL ·  COMPACT ·  POWERFUL
Performs smooth consistent gouging operation in the flat, horizontal and vertical down position

using the SYMEX STAR TRAC II Automatic Gouging System.

use for continuous gouging of long seams in
the manufacturing of ships, pressure vessels,
tanks, bridges etc.

high resolution voltage control capability regu-
lates accurate gouging depth to a machine-like
tolerance of ± .015” (0.4mm) even over a warped
plate.

total weight approximately 49 lbs less track.

equipped to work with 3/8” to 5/8” jointed 
gouging electrodes up to 1200 amps. (available
from Gullco)

ideally suited for out-of-position work due to
compact design and light weight.

see our new Side Beam Carriages


